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A. Im1ortance of bacterial flocculation and its relation to floccu ation aids 
The development of civilization in recent centuries has 
led to considerable sociological prosperity; and in the course 
of this improvement, the living standard has been raised 
greatly. Quite naturally, people have made efforts to improve 
environmental sanitation and public health. Thus, control of 
the aqueous environment has become one of the major responsi-
bilities of the modern bioengineer. 
One of the best means of attaining control over the 
aqueous environment is through the use of waste water treat-
ment processes which provide for the separation of impurities 
from waste waters. These impurities may be soluble or non -
soluble organic or inorganic matter, bacteria, and other col -
loids. The nonsoluble material may be suspended in the waste 
water or may be settleable. 
Bacterial flocculation can be classified in three types 
which may involve physical, chemical, and biological factors. 
These are natural flocculation, self~flocculation or auto -
flocculation and chemical flocculation. 
Natural flocculation has been attributed to the collision 
of bacteria with impurities present in the · .wastes. In 1914, 
the discovery of activated sludge by Arden and Lockett in the 
laboratory of the Manchester sewage works gave rise to the 
idea of natural flocc~lation (1). The biological slimes 
naturally developed in the .aerated organic wastes provide an 
ample surface for contact of other organic matter and forma-
tion of zoogleal floes. These floes are highly active centers 
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of biological life, composed of living masses of organisms, 
food, and slime material (2). 
Thus far, no one has clarified the apparent mystery of 
bacterial auto-flocculation. However, various postulations 
have been made to explain this phenomenon. The mechanism 
is usually attributed to the colloidal characteristics of 
the cells; negative charges distributed over the bacterial 
surface set up a competitive force between electrostatic 
repulsion and Van der Waal's attraction. When the latter 
predominates, self-flocculation can take place (3). 
Knowledge of the chemical basis of colloidal floccu-
lation has been continuously growing in the past forty 
years. From 1923 to 1925, a paper by Theriault and Clark 
and a series of papers by Miller set forth the fundamental 
concept of chemical flocculation. They said that there 
must be present a certain minimum quantity of aluminum or 
ferric cation; there should be present an anion of strong 
coagulating power; and pH must be carefully adjusted (4), 
(5),(6), (7), (8). 
In 1940, Larson and Buswell (9) found that the charge 
on Mg(OH) 2 is positive throughout the entire pH range; 
Caco3 is negatively charged. Alum floes are always posi-
tively charged below pH 7.6 and always negatively charged 
above pH 8.2; the isoelectric point falls somewhere between 
the two values. 
Synthetic polyelectrolyte coagulant aids were intro-
duced in the year 1952. It has been found that polycations 
are effective coagulants alone, while polyanions serve as 
coagulant aids after a flocculating dose of a metal coagu" 
lant has been added. In order to explain their results, 
Ruehrwein and Ward postulated the formation of a polymer 
bridge between the colloidal particles (10). Michaels 
suggested that a polymer must become adsorbed on the solid 
surface of the particles, if it is to contribute to floccu-
lation (11). 
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B. Scope and purpose of the present research 
Due to the complicated environment in which bacteria 
. grow, it seems unlikely that bacterial flocculation is due 
to one single mechanism. It would seem almost impossible 
for one variable to exert an absolute or over-riding effect 
over another because of their interdependent influence on 
each other. Therefore, bacterial flocculation is envisioned 
by the author as the resultant of a complicated mechanism 
influenced by environmental factors and the interrelation 
between the various bacterial species which may be present. 
Regardless of the lack of information, bacterial flocculation 
is one of the most cogent interests of the bioengineer. 
With respect to flocculation in the presence of poly-
electrolytes, the major factors affecting flocculation are 
listed below (12): 
( 1) pH, 
(2) degree of agitation, 
(3) type and concentration of polymers, 
(4) range of molecular weight of polymers used, 
(5) presence of other cations and anions in solution, 
(6) temperature, and 
(7) mode of addition of polymers. 
Successful purification of waste waters which contain 
soluble organic matter depends upon the metabolism of the 
organic matter by bacteria and the subsequent separation of 
the bacteria from the waste waters. It is well known that 
polyelectrolytes are useful in the separation of colloids 
from the aqueous phase. However, some polyelectrolytes may 
be toxic to bacteria; therefore, they would be of no use 
even though they possess . good flocculating power. 
One of the major purposes of this study was to gain 
some insight into possible toxic effects of selected poly " 
electrolytes. Another important aspect of the research was 
the determination of op_timum .dos~ges required at constant 
cell concentration for cells harvested during different 
phases of growth. Relative flocculation efficiencies of the 
polyelectrolytes at different cell concentrations was also 
investigated, A possible mechanism of flocculation in-
volving interrelations of capsule and cell ~all constitu-
ents resulted from this study. 
CationiC' polyelectrolytes were chosen for investigation 
on the basis of charge neutralization, since bacteria carry 
negative surface charges and may be considered as natural 
anionic polyelectrolytes. The work was conducted at 
neutral pH since this is optimum for the growth of most 
bacteria (13). Temperature was maintained at approximately 
22°C. to 25°C. All studies to determine optimum dosage 
were conducted in a water bath shaker apparatus using the 
same degree of agitation. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVlEW .OF LITERATURE 
A. Nature of the bacterial surface 
1~. Constituents of:capsule and cell wall 
The capsule which is the outermost layer o~ a bacterium 
is .composed of either polypept'ide ··or· 1tolysaccharide, · the 
latter sometimes having proteinaceous and lipoidal material 
associated with it (14), (15). Clifton stated that, 
'Little is known concerning the structure or chem-
ical nature of the cell wall. Chemical. tests in-
dicate that·in some species, it is primarily 
polysaccharide in.character, often'resembling 
cellulose of hemicellulose~ In other species, it 
is composed of complex·nitrogenous compounds 
often conjugated with .carbohydrates, lipid, or 
nucleic acids (14) , " · 
The cell wall constituents of Gram~prisitive bacteria consist 
bf large a~ounts·of polysaccharide and"small amounts of 
lipid and protein; while, .. for Gramftnegative·bacteria, the 
cell walls· are composed' of large· amounts of l·ipids and pro-
teins and small amounts of polysaccharides (16), (54). 
2. Colloidal .nature of.bacteria 
A colloidal system can be defined as=·one in which one 
material is stably dispersed in- L second and·the·dispersed 
material is of: greater than molecular size.· In general, it 
is arbitrarily considered that the dispersed phase in a 
colloidal system is composed of_particleswith diameters 
between land 100 millimicrons (53), 
There may be some questions as to why a bacterial .. · 
culture in liquid medium is considered to be a colloidal 
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system. In 1904, Neisser, Friedmann and Beckhold in-
vestigated the nature of the cell surface and reported that 
the surface of a bacterial cell carries negative charges (17). 
Clifton stated that the outermost layer of the cell is ac-
tually not an integral part of the cell; it is an ionic at-
mosphere loosely held by electrical charges on the cell (14). 
With respect to electrical charge carried on the bacterial 
surface and particle size, the bacterial cell is similar to 
colloidal particles which also carry a surface charge, 
either positive or negative, depending on their nature and 
on their environment. 
Another question might be asked: why does the cell 
surface carry negative charges? Part of the answer may lie 
in the fact that proteins and lipids are important constitu-
ents of the capsule and cell wall. The fundamental chemical 
structural units of proteins are a-amino acids, i.e., the 
amino groups are attached to the a-carbon. atom; the general 
chemical structure is: NH 2CHRCOOH. It must be noted that 
amino acids are ampholytes. The amino group and the car-
boxyl group have characteristic pK values. The monoamino, 
monocarboxylic acids in aqueous solution exist as dipolar 
ions, zwitterions, in which both acidic and basic groups 
are ionized. The molecule may be represented in the form: 
+H3N-CHR-COO ". The molecule is electrically neutral and 
isoelectric. In acidic conditions, ionization of the car-
boxyl group is repressed and· the molecule acquires a net 
positive charge. In basic conditions, _a proton is removed 
from the ammonium group, leaving the molecule with a net 
negative charge (18). The overall equilibrium can be ex-
pressed as follows. 
+H3N-CHR-COOH1i+ +H3N-CHR-COO-~H -H2N-CHR-COO-
Since the isoelectric point is generally below pH 7 (19), 
and the pH value of most bacterial culture is kept at approxi-
mate pH 7, the amino acids of protein on the bacterial surface 
might be expected to carry negative charges. 
In general, lipids are esters of fatty acids and 
various alcohols and may be presented by the following 
_ general chemical structure: - RCOOR'. Under slightly 
acidic conditions, they react as follows: 
RCOOR' + H20 ~ RCOOH + R'OH 
RCOOH ~ RCOO" + H"' 
~ 
Under a slightly basic condition~ the hydrolytic equilibrium 
reaction .converts the ester into a salt (20). 
RCOOR' O+H- RCOO~ +R'OH 
+ 
Therefore, either under acidic or basic condition, the lipid 
constituents on bacterial surfaces-also-might be ex~ected 
to carry negative charges. 
B. Nature of _polyelectrolytes 
Polyelectrolytes are made by the polymerization of 
various compounds which form water~soluble·resins. The 
polymerization _reaction involves the_ joining together of 
many small organic molecules (monomers) to make very large 
molecules (polymers). All polyelectrolytes are compounds 
of high molecular weight (21). 
Polyelectrolytes can be treated as colloids. These 
colloids are linear and threadlike having-like charges re-
curring thtoughout the length of the molecule~ Thus, one 
would exist in the water stretched-out to it~-full length. 
Similarly, all adjacent colloids would find"themselves in 
a like situation. Furthermore, each of the water-soluble, 
threadlike colloids wo~ld repel one another with full ex-
tension (22), (23)., The kinetic force of-repulsion would 
protect the polymers against_ gravitational settlement and 
make the system well dispersed. 
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In_ general, the operating pH ra~ge of polyelectrolytes 
for flocculation,is broad enough to fulfill the requirements 
for various waste water treatment uses (24)~ (25), (26), (27), 
(28), (29). 
C. Proposed mechanism .of flocculation in the presence 
of polyelectrolytes 
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From the information which is available the following 
mechanism for flocculation may be proposed. As mentioned 
previously, complex polysaccharides, polyamino acids, and 
lipoidal materials are major constituents of the cell wall 
and capsule. Such natural polymeric substances might al-
ways be excreted from the cytoplasmic membrane under physio-
logical conditions leading to cell wall formation. 
Bacteria carry negative charges on their surface due to 
ionization of these natural polymeric substances~ and they 
possess a zeta-potential. A great number of investigators 
have studied the role of the zeta-potential in the agglu-
tination process. They concluded that in a stable suspen-
sion of bacteria, the cells are kept apart by repulsion 
due to their like charges. Agglutination by electrolytes 
is due to a lowering of the zeta-potential below a certain 
value (critical potential) which allows the·bacteria to 
come closer together. If there is cohesion between the 
bacteria, they remain attached in clumps. If cohesion is 
destroyed by a high concentration of elec~rolytes, the bac-
teria do not agglutinate (26), (30). A preponderant role 
is played by ions which carry a charge opp9site-to that of 
the surface of the bacteria~- Bacteria may be considered as 
natural anionic polyelectrolytes~ The added cationic poly-
' 
electrolyte provides active sites to attract these dis-
persed "anionic polyelectrolytes':.', if any opportunities are 
given for collision. In the case of low concentration of 
cationic polyelectrolyte, or if the polyelectrolyte is not 
very effective, only a few.bacteria can be:attracted and 
small floes are formed. These small floes may· be electri-
cally neutral or may also carry negative charges. They 
may or may not settle, depending upon the gravitational 
weight of the floes as opposed to Brownian movement forces. 
Such non-settleable floes are herein designated by the 
author as· ''single,.,bridged floes". In the presence of 
adequate concentrations of cationic polyelectrolytes, the 
floes formed may be designated as."multiple-bridged floes". 
The formation of multiple-bridged floe is-attributed to the 
combination of multiple single~bridged·flocs bridged by 
cationic polyelectrolyte molecules. The multiple-bridged 
floes are heavy enough to settle rapidly. 
D. Aspects of bacterial growth. 
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Since the addition of polyelectrolyte coagulant aids 
may affect bacterial metabolism, it is important to review 
certain aspects of bacterial growth,kinetics and mecha~isms. 
In 1913, Michaelis and Menten developed-the basic 
kinetic theory for the reaction between substrate and en-
zymes produced by organisms~ The reaction-rate at any 
_ given substrate concentration·can be calculated from their 
formula (31): 
V ::: V max. [S] 
Km + [S] 
(1) 
where V represents the reaction rate; V max. represents the 
maximum reaction rate; Km represents the Michaelis-Menten 
constant; i.e., the substrate concentration required for 
half-maximal velocity-; and S represents· substrate concentra-
tion. 
The equation is derived from·the following basic con-
K' . 
cept: · (enzyme) + (substrate) -:;r1 (enzyme~substrate) K3 
~2 + 
products+ enzyme. It can be shown that Km is equal to 
K2 + K? 
K1 
From the Michaelis :-,Me.nten~equa tion and the basic con-
cept of enzyme .-,_substrate reaction which it expresses, it 
is apparent that the rate of a biological reaction is a 
function of substrate concentration and specific enzymes· 
produced by organisms. Even under con~tant substrate con-
centration~ different amounts or different kinds of en-
zymes·yield different rates of reaction; the rate of growth 
for whole cells .may be considered as·the summation of re-
actions-of the form of the·Michaelis-Menten equation. 
Based upon experimental results of the_ growth of cells, 
Monad has obtained a_ growth"equation o~ the same form as the 
Michaelis-Menten equation: (SS) 
J.I = Jl" max . [ S] (2) 
Ks + [S] 
where,µ represents exponential growth rate~ p max. repre-
sents the maximum exponential_ growth rate;_Ks represents 
the saturatiori constant~ and S represents the substrate con-
centration. 
In the logarithmic phase, the increase· in cell popula-
tion can. be expressed by the equation 
dx 
at = 
and upon integration· the following form· is obtained:· 
= (3) 
where xt cell population at.·time t, and x0 = initial 
cell population. 
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From equations (1), (2), and (3), it can·be concluded 
that cell population in a·batch .system·depends ·upon substrate 
concentration, initial cell concentration, and detention 
time; and since l is speeific for individUal:organisms~ the 
predominance of species·plays an important role. 
According to Gaudy, the selection· of species,· the change 
in metabolic pathway, and the induction of required enzymes 
are. three major factors which can. govern:the·re$p~nse to 
quali ta·tive shock loa.di~g; .and the.se· th.re.e.-· effects are inter-
dependent (32). The .i.ntroduction of· a. polyeiectrolyte may 
in a. sense be considered as a·.qualitative sh.eek load and 
·could conceivably:bri~g these three factors into play. 
Hess· st~ted·that the overall balance and co-ordiriation of 
c~ll metabolism is a function of·all its dynamic and static 
components (33), In view of energetic equilibrium, living 
cells are never at rest; they: continuo~sly change in one 
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way or another. An organism may alter its structure, it may 
grow, or it may undergo changes~ This perpetual change of 
the state of the organism or of· its component parts requires 
the expenditure of energy which is ultimately obtained from 
some soµrce outside the organism, if life is to be main-
tained, 
In the present study, the cell populations were hetero-
- geneous and changes in predominance could occtir irregularly 
because of different .substrate concentratioris present in 
the system at various times. In addition metabolic end 
products of some organisms may be utilized by others, thus 
enhancing opportunities for changes. in predominance. This 
could cause a shift in the major metabolic-pathway through 
which substrate and intermediate products·are utilized, 
In heterogeneous systems continual changes in predominance 
may be expected, and the course of-growth for populations 
such as exist in activated sludge is much·more complex than 
for a pure culture. Regardless of·the·many complicating 
factors involved in describing and controlling growth and 
the physical characteristics of heterogeneous cultures~ it 
is these systems with which the pollution control engineer 
must deal. Bacterial growth is necessary·in order to 
purify wastes using _the activated sludge process. It is 
also necessary to se~arate the cells which are produced. 
Natural gravitational force is by far· th~:~ost-economical 
means; and if-addition of polyelectrolytes can·enhance _ 
settling without·being harmful to the-bacteria, it may help 
bring about more effective treatment~ The present investi-
gation should add s~gnificant information to this area of 
knowledge. 
E .. Recent studies using-polyelectrolytes 
Since the introduction of poly~lectrolytes in 1952, 
only a few papers have been published·on their use in the 
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pollution control field. Those in which possible me-
chanismsof flocculation due to electric bridging between 
colloids and polyelectrolyte were described have been re-
cently summarized by Day (34). Polyelectrolytes have been 
employed in the treatment of wastes from such industries 
as coal and iron mining. Schaffer found that different 
polyelectrolytes are applicable for different industrial 
wastes and that the concentration of the waste determines 
the optimu~ concentration .of polyelectrolytes. For some 
wastes, polyelectrolytes were forced to be effective only 
in conjunction with various inorganic coagulating chemi-
cals (35), 
Katchalsky (36), Ives (37), Cohen, Rourke and Woodward 
(38), and Tenney and Stumm (12) found that only cationic 
polyelectrolytes were able to flocculate microorganisms 
efficiently. Tenny and Stumm also stated that certain 
cationic polyelectrolytes could flocculate dispersed micro-
organisms, while some must be used in conjunction with alum 
to enhance the flocculation. Also, for some systems 
separation of the flocculated dispersion occurred by sub-
sidence rather than by sedimentation (12). The term 
"subsidence'' used by these authors was meant· to describe a 
uniform compression of the floes as opposed to true settling. 
In a recent paper, Singer, Pipes, and Hermann discussed 
coagulation of bulked activated sludge using.polyelectrolytes. 
They stated that the addition of·cationic polyelectrolytes 
reduced the sludge volume index of·the bulked sludge and 
enhanced the rate of settling. They also found that doses 
. greater than the optimum dosage did not yield better set-
tling but sometime.s decreased· the settling efficiency (39). 
Walker and Dougherty reported that polyelectrolytes did ex-
hibit an inhibitory effect on the BOD reaction. They also 
stated that polyelectrolytes., in certain cases, enhance 
entrapment of small gas bubbles in the sludge floe and sig-
nificantly reduce the settling .rate. of the sludge; on occa .. 
sion, sufficient gas entrapment might occur to result in 
flotation of the sludge floes (40). 
CHAJ?TER III 
MATERIALS .AND METHODS 
A. Development of heterogeneous populations 
1. Basic activated sludge unit 
An activated sludge was developed in a laboratory 
batch unit (1.5 liters) from an initial sewage seed taken 
from the primary .clarifier effluent of the municipal waste 
water treatment plant at Stillwater, Oklahoma. The batch 
unit was fed daily with the .following synthetic waste: 
1000 mg/1 of glucose, .10 ml/1 1.0 M potassium phosphate 
buffer, pH 7.0, 500 mg/1 of _(NH4) 2 so4 , 200 mg/1 of ~gso 4 
· 7H 20, 20 mg/1 of MnS04 • H20, 15 mg/1 of CaC1 2 · 2H 2o, 
1.0 mg/1 of FeC1 3 · 6H 2o, 67 ml/1 tap water and distilled 
water to volume. The followi~g daily feeding procedure was 
adopted: (1) stop aeration; ( 2) waste one - third of the 
mixed liquor (500 ml); (3) settle remainder for 30 minutes; 
(4} waste 500 ml of supernatant; (5) add concentrated so-
lutions of synthetic growth medium constituents to give the 
desired final concentrations~ (6) make up to the required 
volume with distilled water; and (7) start aeration. 
This unit which was operated through the investiga-
tional period is herein designated as the basic unit. 
Z; Cells from the basic unit 
In order to obtain large amounts of cells for ex~ 
perimentation, a new batch .culture was started using seed 
from the basic unit a few days prior .to each experiment. 
This unit was fed 5000 mg/1 glucose. The medium contained 
the same salts as .listed above, but thi buffer concentration 
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was tripled and the inorganic salts doubled.- The daily 
feeding procedure was the same as that described above. 
3, Cells from a fresh·.unit 
Young cell populations were:grown up·in the same 
manner as ~ells from the basic·unit·except that the 
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source of · seed was different.· · Instead ·.of obtaining initial 
seed from the·basic·unit, a new system·was started for each 
experiment in precisely the same manner as the·basic unit 
was started, i.e., using·an· initial inoculum of fresh 
sewage from the Stillwater .municipal·· plant·. After under-
. going the regular· feeding schedule at .1000 mg/1 glucose for 
approximately one week, a portion·of· cells was placed in 
the 5000 mg/1 glucose medium and grownup for use in floc-
culation experiments. 
B. Nature of selected polyelectrolytes 
The polyelectrolytes selected for·study·were: Purifloc 
C·31, Purifloc C-32, H~gan 223, Nalco 600, M~gul C0~982, 
and Purifloc A"21. Purifloc C-31 and Purifloc C"32 •re 
synthetic·, water-soluble,· high molecular ·weight, cationic 
organic polymers. They ~gglomerate·a·wide variety of in-
organic or orgariic solids, includi~g colloids which are 
present in waste waters, and they 0 opeTate effectively in 
waters of widely varyi~g pH or chemi.cal · content· ·(41). Hagan 
223 is apale amber, clear liquid, cationicpolyelectrolyte. 
Its effective operating pH is from 5.5 to 10. It brings 
about flocculation'by bri~girg (24), (27). Nalco 600 is a 
cationic polymer; its operati!lg pH ra~ge is from 3 to 12 
(24). Mogul COw982 is a cationic "activated biocolloid" 
which is composed, according to the manufacturer, of an 
11aluminate .. carbohydrate coordination complex" (28). It 
has-an optimum pH range for flocculation of 4 to 8 (24). 
Puri£1oc A~21. is an anionic polyelectrolyte which is effec~ 
tive over a broad pH range in concentrations of -0.1 to 1.0% 
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by weight. For this polyelectrolyte, it is recommended 
that dilute laboratory stock solution should be replaced 
after standing two to three weeks. It is reported that 
Purifloc A-21 dosages up to 100 ppm do not inhibit aerobic 
or anaerobic biological oxidation (25). 
The five cationic polyelectrolytes are quite water-
soluble and stock solutfunsof 2 gm/1 concentration were 
prepared from the liquid commercial products. The anionic 
polyelectrolyte, Purifloc A-21, is not so water-soluble .as 
the others, and a stock solution was prepared at a concen-
tration of only 0,5 mg/1. 
In the research which is to follow, all polyelectrolyte 
concentrations are given as weight of the liquid commercial 
product per liter of water. 
C. Analytical techniques 
1. Biological solids determination 
a. Measurement .of optical density 
Optical density measurement is one of the means which 
may be used to evaluate the relative turbidity of colloidal 
suspensions~ The relation between optical density and the 
percentage of light transmittance can be expressed by the 
equation D = -log10 T, where D represents optical density 
and T represents the percentage of·light transmittance. In 
the present work optical density. was employed to measure 
biological solids. The instrument used was a Coleman spec-
trophotometer model 6-D, All measurements were made at a 
wave length of 540 mµ. 
b. Membrane filter techni9.ue 
Biological solids determinations were made using the 
membrane filter technique gs. given in Standard Methods for 
the·Bxamination of Water and Waste~Water (42). 
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2, Substrate determination 
a, Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 
The principle of the COD test is based upon the fact 
that all organic components, with a few exceptions, can be 
totally oxidized to co 2 and H2o by the action of the strong 
oxidizing agent, potassium dichromate; under acidic con-
ditions. In spite of the fact that the chief limitation 
of the COD test is its inability to differentiate between 
biologically oxidizable and biologically inert,organic 
matter, it is widely used in the operation of treatment 
facilities because of the speed with which-results can be 
obtained and its helpfulness in indicating·the~resence of 
biologically resistant organic substances (43). In 1991, 
Moore and Ruchhoft pointed out that the BOD and COD tests 
were two distinctly different parameters, b~t that the 
ratio .between BOD and COD could possibly be used to advan-
tage for treatment plant control purpoies on industrial 
wastes of relatively constant composition· (44), Aside 
from its use in treatment process control; the COD test 
provides an excellent research tool for measurement of sub-
strate removal·in studies on biological treatment of wastes. 
The detailed procedure for running the COD test is given in 
Standard Methods (42). 
B, Glucostat test-(1lucose determination) 
The conventional procedure for the determ.ination of 
carbohydrates used in the Oklahoma State University Bio-
engineering Laboratory is the anthrone .test as modified 
by Gaudy (45). However, polyelectrolytes are synthetic 
organic compounds, which.may. contain carbohydrateRlike 
components, Since the. !'glucostat'' test· measures only glu-
close, it was felt that this determination was-more suited 
for the present research~ This enzymatic determination was 
run in accordance . .with _the ... manufacturer's specifications 
(Worthington Biochemical Corporation, Freehold, New Jersey) 
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and the standard glucostat method 1-A was employed (46). 
The method is·as follows:· (1) dissolve the·contents of a 
chromogen vial in approximately 60 ml. of distilled water; 
(2) dissolve contents of a: glucostat vial in distilled 
water arid add to the chromogen solution·; adjust the final 
volume to 90 ml.;. (3) dilute stock. glucose standard with 
distilled water so. that 1~0 ml. contains 0~05 - 0.3 mg._ glu-
cose per ml.; ( 4) dilute sample so that 1. 0 .ml. contains 
a.as to 0.3 mg. glucose; (5) add 1.0 ml. sample to 9.0 ml. 
of reagent·prepared in (1) and (2) above; (6) · include a 
reagent blank· and .at .least .one· standard .with each: set of un-
knowns; (7) allow reaction to proceed: for ten'minutes at 
room· temperature,. then add one drop of·· 4M· HCL .to stop the 
reaction and stabilize the color; (8) let tubes stand for 
five minutes after stopping the reaction; {9) read optical 
density at a wave length of. 400 mµ with·the reagent blank 
set at 100% transmittance. 
The caltulation of_ glucose concentration was based on 
a standard curve plotted by measuring three .different con-
centrations of standard .. glucose covering the range from 
0.05 mg. to 0.3.mg._ glucose. 
3. Measureme.nt · of oxygen. uptake (Warburg Technique) 
The Warburg respirometer is an instrument for direct 
measurement of biochemical.oxygen demand (47) L More 
generally~ it is used to measure· the oxygen uptake during 
the respiration of biological· samples. In the present study, 
the· oxygen uptak~ was employed as a,measure·of bacterial ac-
tivity. 
Oxygen uptake·was measured on a Warbu!g respirometer 
using 40 ml. of sample·and 1 .. 5 ml. of 20% KOH in the center 
well. The system was. maintained .at 25°C. and .operated at 
a shaker rate of 104 osc ./inin.. A te.n minute equilibrium 
period was allowed before the manometers-were closed. In 
. general, readings were taken at thirty minute intervals 
I 
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during the period of rapid oxygen uptake .and .at sixty 
minute intervals. during the· remainder of the experimental 
period, Further details cm the techniques and calculations 
are given in Standard .Me.thods.· for.theEx.amination of Water 
and Waste Water (42~ and .Mane.metric Techniques (48). 
D, Experimental protocol 
1, Relation between·optical density~and ~ludge concen-
tration 
In order to use optical .density·measurement to esti-
mate the initial cell· concentration for each·· experiment 
and for measurement of· the _de.gre.e-· of··.clarification in the 
presence of cationic polyelectrolytes, a plot~of cell con-
centration vs optical density was made~· In order to plot 
thi~ curve, glucose~acclimated·cells harvested from the 
batch unit were diluted with synthetit·water (daily feed-
ing medium but without glucose) to obtain·cell suspensions 
of various concentrations. Light transmittance of these 
suspensions was then measured; Forty·ml; of each cell sus-
pension was·centrifuged, ··and· the cell· concentration by 
weight·was measured by the·membrane filter technique (42). 
From these analyses, the relatiorr between-optical density 
and biological solids concentration was:determined. 
2. Growth curve 
Since the growth rate of a bacterial population is a 
function of substrate concentration, the·· initial cell popu-
lation and predominant species; Bnd0 since~ it was intended 
to as·sess · the effect· of polyelectrolytes· at· different 
pl)ases of:· growth·;· it· was· necessary· to_ gain--· information on 
th,e general·· shape·· and· kine.tic·· as.pect'S····ef ~.the'.:· growth curve 
.under the experimental· conditions employed duri~g the study. 
An adequate description of the·growth curves w~s ob-
tairied by· r~moving samples fot·measurement~of~optical den-. 
si ty at· one to three·.ho.ur .intervals· throughout· the growth 
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period. In all growth curve studies the initial glucose con-
centration was 5000 mg/1. 
3. Studies on flocculation efficiency of-various poly-
electrolytes 
a. Optimum polyelectrolyte--dosage· at·constant cell 
concentration 
(1) Flocculation of··cells·from·the-basic unit 
At various stages of growth (beginning of. log phase, 
end of log phase, beginning of declining phase, and end of 
declining phase) suspensions of cells were diluted to 
70% transmittance·with synthetic water of the same composi-
tion as the standard feeding medium but-without glucose. 
· Portions of this suspension were placed in 250 ml. flasks, 
and different concentrations of the various polyelectrolytes 
were added. The reaction volume was 150 ml. in each case. 
The suspensions were placed on a reciprocal shaker at room 
temperature (22°C. to 25°C.). The shaker was operated at 
a motor speed setting of 6 (110 osc./min.) for thirty 
minutes. After terminating agitation,·portions of each 
suspension were placed:in 100 ml. graduat~d cylinders and 
allowed to settle fot fifteen minutes. The optical density 
of the supernatant was then measured at a wave length of 
540 mµ. A cell suspension which-received no polyelectro-
lyte was run as a control. 
(2) Flocculation of cells from a fresh unit 
According to the experiments of·Tenney·and Stumm, who 
studied the flocculation of .bacterial suspensions taken 
from the effluent of a continuous flow culture·unit, poly-
electrolyte doses up to 500 mg/1 (at pH 5.0) were required 
for best flocculation (12). It was felt that·these inves-
tigators were deali~g with young cell suspensi0ns and that 
the addition of such high dosages of polyelectrolyte (at 
the stock concentrations herein employed) would lead to 
unequal dilution of suspension. Therefore, in using cells 
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from a fresh unit a separate control syste~·was run· for 
each dosage of polyelectrolyte~ The control system re-
ceived a volume of distilled water· correspond.ing to the 
volume of stock polyelectrolyte solution·in the test system. 
Thus~ the percentage=·transmittance could be directly com· 
pared. Preliminary experiments·indicated:that the poly-
electrolytes added to the .medium in the absence of bac-
teria did not exhibit any optical density at concentra-
tions up to 500 mg/1. 
b, Effect·of cell concentration at constant poly-
electrolyte dosage 
In this phase of the study, 150 ml~ of·cell suspen-
sions (both cells from the basic unit and the fresh unit) 
at so, 60, 70, and 80 per cent transmittance .were pre-
pared in 250 ml. flasks by diluting·cells-from the re-
spective growth units·with synthetic· waste devoid of sub-
strate. Each polyelectrolyte was·added·at the optimum 
concentration previously determined for the suspension of 
70% transmittance. A-separate control flask was run for 
each cell concentration~ All flasks were·placed on the 
shaker and the procedure previously described was followed. 
4. · · Effect 
efficiency o activate 
electro! tes on biochemical 
a. Cells from the basic unit 
A batch unit seeded from the basic·unit was started 
in accordance with procedures previously described and 
poly~lectrolyte was added at its optimum·flocculating 
. dosage after the system reached a 0 growth corresponding to 
70% transmittance. 
The effect of the·polyelettrolytes on the growth pat-
tern was assessed by making optical density measurements at 
two hour intervals. A separate .control unit to·which poly-
electrolyte was not added was used for all system studies. 
b. Cells from a fresh unit 
In order to gain a better insight into possible bio-
chemical effects, cell populations from fresh·units were 
studied in greater detail than for the cells from the 
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basic unit. A fresh sewage seed was used to innoculate a 
series of new growth units. The substrate (glucose) concen-
tration used was 1000 mg/1. After one week of operation on 
the standard feeding .cycle the cells were harvested, washed 
in 0.05 M phosphate buffer and used to initiate .two new 
growth units at the same initial biological solids concen-
tration, one to which polyelectrolyte was added and one which 
served as a control. 
During the succeeding aeration period, samples were 
withdrawn for measurement of biological·solids concentra-
tion and COD and glucose remaining in solution. At the 
beginning of the aeration period 40 ml portions of each 
system were placed on the Warburg apparatus :tor measurement 
of oxygen uptake during the experimental period. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
A. Relation between optical density and sludge concentration 
Figure 1 shows .the relation between solids concentration 
in mg/1 and optical density for three separate experiments. 
It is seen that a stra.ight line· relationship is held up to a 
. solids concentration of 700 mg/1. There was some scatter 
of the data, but the curve does allow a reasonably good es~ 
timation of solids·concentration· from optical density read~ 
ings. 
In Figur~ 2, the res~lt~ o~:g~6~th curve ~xperiilienfs 
are shown. All were obtained under id~rtticai experim~ntal 
conditions using 100 ml of seed taken on different days from 
.the batch unit. All exp~riments were run using an initial 
. glucose concentration·of 5000 mg/1. It is seen that regard· 
less of the use ot different seeding populations (assumed to 
be different because of changes in predominance), there was 
gerieral agreement except for·on~ experiment in which the 
growth rate was considerably retarded. It is interesting to 
note that even for the experiment in which the growth rate 
was low the total amount of_ growih was approximately the 
sa~e as for the others. Using a final optical density of 
0.8, thi corresporiding .sludge concentration would be 
' / 1 1 
rou~hly 2200 mg/1 which ihdicates a slutlge yield (mg/1 
sludge/ mg/1 glucose uj~d) of sl~ghtly over 4b% • 
. It was felt that with the exc~ption ~reviously notedj 
the. growth curve was ,sufficiently repro.d.ucible to allow 
estimation of ·the stage of_ growth by noti~g optical den-
sity. The optical densities at which cells were harvested 
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B. Studies on floc:.:culation efficiency of various poly"' 
electrolyte~ 
1. Optimum polyelectrolyte dosage at constant cell 
concentration 
a. Flocculation of cells from the basic unit 
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When cells were grown from seed taken·from the basic 
unit, they exhibited, except for one experiment, a very 
high degree of auto~flocculation·when placed in either 
buffer salts medium or distilled water. Because the cells 
flocculated rather well without-the addition of a poly-
electrolyte, the results of this phase of the investiga: 
tion yield a somewhat conservative estimation of the ef-
fectiveness of these coagulants. The effectiveness of the 
various polyelectrolytes studied at dosages from 30 to 70 
mg/1 are compared with their corresponding control systems 
in Tables I through VI for cells harvested~at four differ-
ent stages of growth. The per·cent·transmittanc:.:e and the 
subsequent optical density and sludge concentration of the 
supernatant after thirty minutes settling are. given for 
each. control and experimental system. The reduction in 
cell concentration of the supernatant brought about by each 
dosage is also shown (coltimn second from the .right). In 
order to compare the relative effectiveness of the polyr 
electrolyte dosages, the ratio of reduction·.in cell con-
centration to cell concentration of·the·corresponding 
control system was computed-and is expressed as relative 
flocculation efficiency(%) in the right hand column. 
The relative flocculation efficiency is plotted versus 
polyelectrolyte dosage in Figures 3 through 8. 
It is apparent from thesa results.that the optimum 
dosage-for all the polyelectrolytes examined ranged.between 
40 and 60 mg/L It may also be noted from·Table VI and Figure 
8 that .the anionic· polyelectrolyte Purifioc A~Zl did not 
enhance flocculation but did cause·c:.:ell dispersion to some 
extent. It is interesting to note that in general the 
relative flocculation efficiency was h~ghest for cells 
taken in the log phase of_ growth'. 
b. Flocculation of cells from fresh units 
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For cells from fresh units. autoMflocculation did not 
occur when cell suspensions were diluted with synthetic 
water or distilled water. Therefore, the relative effi-
ciency of polyelectrolytic flocculation was higher than for 
the previous studies .. Preliminary flocculation experiments 
were made by taking .cell suspensions· in the log growth 
phase and the declining growth phase .. It was found that 
there was no measurable difference. Therefore, cells were 
harvested for study at the end of the log growth phase. 
The results are shown .in T;:ibles VII through XI and Figure 9. 
The optimum dosage of Purifloc .C~31 for flocculation of 
cells from a fresh unit .shown in Table VII, is about 120 
mg/1; of Purifloc C-32, shown in Table VIII, 400 mg/1; of 
Hagan 220, shown in Table IX~ 4-00 mg/l;·of. Mogul C0-982, 
shown in Table X, 400 mg/1; of Nalco 600, shown in Table XI, 
500 mg/1. These results are somewhat close to those found 
by Tenney and Stumm (12). They took th¢ culture from the 
effluent of a continuous .flow unit and found that optimum 
dosage for flocculation. was. nearly 500 mg/1. In the present 
study, it was observed that when low concentrations of poly~ 
electrolytes were added, floe particles were visible but 
remained suspended in. the medium. 
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TABLE II {Continued) 
. . . .. · Control Unit . · : Floc.culation Unit· ·· .. · . .· . .·. · Relat · ~-
Mg./1.. ·· · · · After Slia,king 30 Min. After Shaking 30 Min. ···. Reduction . Flo.ccui~:ion 
. . . . . . . of ... • ... : . .. . ·.. . ... · · . In Cell, ·.· Efficiency Polyelectrolyte LT. OiD .•.. Cell Cone. % T •. · O .. D .. :Cell Cone~. Concentration - . % • . ·· 
· ·. (mg ./L) ·. (mg ./1.} . (mg ./1.) 
30 . 89 .5 . 0.048.2 . _95 813.25 o.os43· .100 -5 .. -5.3 
40: 
. 89.5 , 0 .0-482 95 .· 88.5 0.-0531 100 -5 -.5. 3 
45 89.5 · 0.0482•· · 95 . 89 a.osos· 95 o• .0 
50. . 89.5 .o .• 0482 95 87. 50 0.0580 105 --10 ~9.5 
.. 
55 •. 89. 5 0.0482 . 95 •. 86 .7.5 0.0617 115 .·:- ,,.20 -1.9.0 
60 89.5 · 0~0482. · 95 . ~6 .25 0.0642 115 -20 . -19. 0 
70 89.5 0 .• 0482 · 95 87.25 0.0593 110 ·.a.IS, -15.8 
30 ·s7.1s 0.0568 110 91.5 0.0386 75 35 31. 8 
40 87.75 0 ~ 0568 · 110: .· 88.5 0 ._0;531 100 10 · 11.0 
.. ~. 
4·5 . 87. 75 . 0.0568 · 110 .• 88.5 0.0531 100·.•· 10 . 11. 0, 
50 87.75 0.05f;i8 110 89 0.0505 95 1,5 13.6 
55. 87.75 0.0568 110 8:6.75 0.0617 115 ...5 -4.5 
60·. 87.75 0.0568 . 110 85 · 0 .0706 135 .. .·· ·. --25 ·-22.8 
70 87.75 0.0568 .· . 110 83 .s ·. 0~0783 · 145 · -35 · -3L8 
























EFFECTIVENESS OF HAGAN 223 IN FLOCCULATION 
OF CELLS HARVESTED FROM THE BASIC UNIT 
Control Unit Flocculation Unit 
After Shaking 30 Min. After Shaking 30 Min. 
Cell Cone. Cell Cone. % T. O.D. (mg./ l.) t T. O.D. (mg./1.) 
88.5 0.0531 100 94 0.0269 50 
88.5 0.0531 100 94 0.0269 50 
88.5 0.0531 100 93.5 0.0292 55 
88.S 0.0531 100 . 94. S 0.0246 45 
88.5 0.0531 100 94.S 0.0246 45 
88.5 0.0531 10.0 94 0.0269 50 
88.S 0.0531 100 93.75 0.0287 5.5 
30 . . 89. S 0.0482 95 ·95 0.0177 45 
40 89.S 0.0482 95 94.5 0.0246 45 
45 89.5 0.0482 95 94.5 0.0246 45 
so 89.5 0.0482 95 94.S 0.0246 45 
55 89.5 0.0482 95 96 0. 0177 30 
60 89.5 0.0482 95 . 96 0.0177 3·0 



































































TABLE lU (Continued} 
Reduction. 
Control ·Unit ... J Flocculation Unit . 
' After Shaking 3 0 Miri. After Shaking 3 0 Min. 
In Ceff • 
0 • D. tCell Conc·., __ Con:centra tion (mg ./1. ) · · · (mg • / 1 . ) % t. O.D. 
92.5 0.0482· 
92.5 0.0482 
92.5 o. 0482 1· 
92.5 0.0482 
. 92. 5 0.0482 




·9.2 .• 5 0.0482 
92.5 -0.0482 
92.5 0~0482 
. 92.5 0.0482 
92.5 0.0482 
Cel.l Cone~, % T. (mg ./1.) . 
65 94 .s 0.0246 
•65 · 9·3. 25 0.0304 
65 95.25 0 ·• 0212 
65 95.25 0.0212 
65 94· O. 0269 
6.5 93.5 0.0292 
65 93.25 0.0304 
65 95 0.0177 




9-5. 0 .0177' 
95.5 0.0200 
' :95 • 5 . 0. 0 2 0 0 1 
6 s __ 'I: 9 4 • s _ to. o 2 3 s 
65 .. 94 ·. 0. 0235 




50 .. ' 15 
55 · 10 
55 ·· 10 
45 . 20 
45 .20 
45 ·· ....• 20 
35. 30 
35 30 ._.· .·. 
.. 
45 · 20 . 
so 15 






















EFFECTIVENESS OF MOGUL C(h9.8 2 IN FLOC~ULATlbN .· •.. 
. . ,qp CELLS HARVESTED FROM THE BASIC UNIT . 
· ·.· . . Control Unit ·Flocculation Unit . .. . _ . . . . 
Growth , ..•.. · · . Mg .fl. . •· ..• After Shaking 30 Min~. ·. After Shaking .30 Min. Reduct ion· 
Phase . Polye1.e~iroiyte %. T. I (} .. D. ~Cell Cone •. ·% T. ·1. 0 .n .. · -Cell Cone~ Con~:n~:!iion 





End .. of 

















91 0.0410 75 92. 5 . 0.0327 ·65 10 
91 ·. o. 0410 . 75 92 0.0362 70 5 
91. 0. 0410 75 .·. · 92.5 0,0339 65 10 
. 91 O .0410 .· . 75 - ·. 92. 5 0.0339 65 10 
91 0.0410 75 93 0.0315 · .. 60·· 15 
. ::: 
· 91 · 0. 0410 ·. 75 93: . 0.0315- 60 15 
91 0.0410·. 75 93 •o. 031.5: 60 _· · 15 
•. 92 0.0362 .· to 94.5 0.0246 .· .·· 50 20 
.. 
92 .. 0.0362 ·70 95.25 0.0212 45 25. 
92 • . 0.0362 70 94.5 • Cl .0246 .. .· 50. ·20 
92 0.0362 70. 95. 5 · 0.0200 40· - 30 
92 .. 0.0362. 70 - S4 .S o.•OZ46 
.. 
'·SO :·•····.: 20 
.. 
92 0.0362 70 95 0.0223 45 25 
.. 
92 · 0. 0362 · 10·· 95 ..· 0.0223 . 45 · ZS 
•/ 
.. · ... ·. . . . 




% \ .' . 








• 28 .. 6 
. ·.· 
. 35. 7 
28.6 






TABLE IV (Continued) 
Control Unit Flocculation Unit 
Growth 1 
. Mg./1. . After Shaking 30 Min. After Shaking 30 Min. Reduction 
Phase · of In Cell Polyelectrolyte % T. Cell Gone. !!: T Cell Cone. Concentration O.D. (mg• /1.) D • O.D. (mg ./1.) (mg. /L) 
30 92 0.0362 70 93.25 0.0304 55 15 
40 92 0.0362 70 94.5 0.0246 50. 20 
Beginning 45 92 0.0362 70 94 0.0269 50 20 · 
of 
declining 50 92 0.0362 70 94.5 0.0246 50 20 
growth 55 92 0.0362 70 94.5 0.0246 50 20 phase 
60 92 0.0362 70 94.5 0.0246 50 20 
70 I 92 0.0362 70 94.5 0.0246. 50 20 
30 92 0.0362 70 93.5 0.0292 55 15 
40 92 0.0362 70 94 0.0269 50 20 
End of 45 92 0.0362 70 94.5 0.0246 50 · 20 declining 
growth 50 92 0.0362 70 95 ·0.0223 . 45 25 
phase 55 92 0.0362 70 94.5 0.0246 50 20 
60 92 0.0362 70 . 94. 5 0.0246 50 20 
70 92 0.0362 70 94. 5 0.0246 50 20 

















































EFFECTIVENESS OF NALCO 600 IN FLOCCULATION 
·OF CELLS HARVESTED FROM THE BASIC UNIT 
Control.Unit 
After Shaking 30 Min. 
% T. O.~D. 
85. 2 s 1 0 . 0 6 9 3 




85 .25 0.0693 
85.25 0.0693 
88 .5 ... 0.0531 





















































0.0398 . 70 
0.0362 70 



















































. · . · of . - .· 
TABLE V (Continued 
Control Unit . . . ..
After Shaking 30 Min.· 
Flocculation Unit 
After Shaking 30 Min.~ 
,J?qlyelectrolyte 1 % . T. . . __ . 1Cell·Conc .. f '% T. t· o.n. 
_o • D •. 1 (mg • / l. ) . C.ell . Corte. 
.(mg.~/1.) 
30 9'0.5 0.0434 
40 90. 5 .· 0 .. 0434 
45 90.5 0.0434 
so·. . 90. 5 .· 0. 0434 
55 90. 5· 0.0434 
60 90.5 0. 0434 
70 90.5 0.0434 
30 87.5 0.0580 
40 87.5 0.0580 
45 87.5 0.0580 
50 87 .. 5 0. 0580 
55 87.5· · 0 .. 058.0 
60 87.5 0.0580 
. . . 
70 8.7. 5 0.0580 














































(Note:: . Initial cell concentration:· 285 mg. /1. en; 70% T .} . 






































TABLE VI . 
EFFECTIVENESS OF PURIFLOC A~21 IN FLOCCULATION 
OF CELLS HARVESTED FROM THE BASIC UNIT 
Control Unit Flocculation Unit 
Growth I Mg· I 1. After Shaking 3 0 Min. After Shaking 30 Min. 
Phase Polyele~~rolyte % T. Cell Cone. Cell Cone. O.D. (rng./1.J % T. 0.D. (mg. I 1. J 
--
30 90.5 0.0434 80 90.5 0.0434 80 
40 90.5 0.0434 80 90 0.0458 85 
Log 45 90.5 0.0434 80 90 0.0458 85 
growth 50 90.5 0 .0434 80 90 0.0458 85 
phase 55 90.5 0.0434 80 88.5 0.0531 100 
60 90.5 0.0434 80 89.5 0.0482 95 
70 90.5 0.0434 80 89.5 0.0505 100 
30 92 0.0362 70 91. 5 0.0386 75 
40 92 0.0362 70 91 0.0410 80 
Declinini 
45 92 0.0362 70 92 0.0362 70 
growth 50 92 . 0.0362 70 91.5 0.0386 75 
phase 55 92 0.0362 70 90 . 0 .0458 85 
60 92 0.0362 70 91 0.0410 80 
70 92 0.036 70 91 0~0410 80 
(Note: Initial cell concentration: 285 rng./1. or 70% T.) 































EFFECTIVENESS OF PURIFLOC C~31 IN FLOCCULATION 
OF CELLS FROM A FRESH UNIT 
Control Unit After I Flocculation Unit Reduction Shaking 30 Min, After Shaking 30 Min. In Cell 
!Cell Cone, Cell Conco Concentration % T0 % Tc (mg,/1.) (mg. IL) (mg, /L) 
70 I 285 67,5 315 I -30 
70,25 282 8 LO 115 167 
70,50 280 93,5 55 225 
70.50 280 95,0 I 45 I 235 
70.75 275 95.5 35 240 
70.75 275 95.5 35 240 
71 272 95.5 35 237 




























EFFECTIVENESS OF PURIFLOC C"32 IN FLOCCULATION 
OF CELLS FROM A FRESH UNIT 
.. 
Control Unit After Flocculation Unit Reduction Shaking 30 Min, After Shaking 30 Min, In Cell 
Cell Cone, Cell Cone, Concentration % T, (mg e /1.) % T, (mg ,/L) (mg, /L) 
70,25 282 63 370 -88 
71 272 86 120 152 
71. 50 270 90,5 80 190 
71.75 265 92,5 65 200 
72 265 92,5 65 200 
73 255 93,5 55 200 
74 240 91,75 70 170 
.. 


























EFFECTIVENESS OF HAGAN 223 IN FLOCCULATION 
OF CELLS FROM A FRESH UNIT 
Control Unit After Flocculation Unit Reduction Shaking 30 Min, After Shaking 30 Min. In Cell 
- Concentration Cell Cone, Cell Cone. % TG (mg./ 1.) % To (mgo/L) (mg ./1.) 
70,25 282 64 360 -78 
71 272 60 410 -138 
71.50 270 60.50 400 -140 
71.75 265 78.50 195 70 
72 265 90.50 80 185 
73 255 93 60 195 
74 240 92.50 65 175 


























EFFECTIVENESS OF MOGUL C0-982 IN FLOCCULATION 
OF CELLS FROM A FRESH UNIT 
Control Unit After Flocculation Unit Reduction Shaking 3 O_ Min, A~ter Shaking 30 Min. In Cell 
Cell Cone. Cell Cone. Concentration % T, (mg. /L) % To (mg. /L) (mg. /L) 
70.25 282 72 265 17 
71 272 72.50 260 12 
71,50 270 73.50 250 20 
71,-5 265 73,50 250 15 
72 265 75 230 35 
73 255 76 220 35 
74 240 76.50 215 25 


























EFFECTIVENESS OF NALCO 600 IN FLOCCULATION 
OF CELLS FROM A FRESH UNIT 
Control Unit After Flocculation Unit Reduction Shaking .3 O Min .... ·. After Shaking 30 Min. In Cell 
Cell Cone. Cell Cone. Concentration % T. (mg. /1.) % T. (mg. /1.) (mg./ l.) · 
70.25 282 68 310 -28 
71 272 65 345 -73 
71.50 270 63.50 365 -95 
71. 75 265 63.50 365 -100 
72 265 63.50 365 -100 
73 255 67- 320 -65 
74 240, 69 190 so 
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Cells harvested at: 
0 beginning of the .log 
growth phase 
A end of the log growth 
phase · · 
1J beginning of the de-
clining growth phase 
0 end of the declining 
growth phase · 
Cell Concentra.tion 
= 2.85 mg./1. 
·.· IO 2:0 :m 40 50 60 70 80 ·go 100 no 120 BO 140 · 1.s.o 160 110 180 190 200 
J?olyelec.trolyte Dos.age, mg .. /1. 
Fig. 3 ~ Relative efficiency of flocculation for cells from the basic 
· unit with Purifloc C-31. 
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Cells harvested at: 






































r:i:: ·,.. 20 
.. 40 
A end of the log growth phase 
O beginning of the declini~g growth phase 
0 end of the declining growth phase 
44 
.,..5 0 I;,.. . ..,......;.-L---!---.,L.-..-J--..J-..,..._-'"--.;..4..--"--'--"-----'...____._~_ ......... _...,. 
0 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 
Polyelectrolyte Dos~ge, ~g./1. 
Fig; 4 ~ Relative efficiency of flocculation for cells 
from the basic unit with Purifloc C~32. 
45 
100 
Cells harvested at: 
90 0 beginning of the log growth phase 
A end of the log growth phase 
80 
o· beginn:ing of the declining growth phase 
c,\C, 70 
0 end of the declining growth 
"' ::,.... . phase 
t) 
i::: 
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0 10 . 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Polyelectrolyte Do~age, mg. I 1. 
Fig, 5 
" Relative efficiency. of flocculation for cells 
















Cells harvested at: 
Q beginning -0f the log growth phase 
A end of the io~ growth phase 
beginning of the declining growth phas~ 
() end of the declining growth phase 
10 20 30 40 so 60 
Polyelectrolyte Dosage, mg;/1. 
46 
70 
Fig. 6 - Relative efficiency of flocculation for cells 











































Cells harvested at: 
0 begihning of the log growth phase 
A end of the log growth phase 
beginning of the declining growth phase 
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0 .10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
. .· .· 
PolyelectrolyteDosage, mg./1~ 
Fig. 7 • Relative efficiency of flocculation .far.cells 


































90 Cells harvested at: 
0 the log growth phase 
80 











· .. 30 
-40 
-so 
0 10 20 3.0 40 so 60 70 
Polyelectrolyte Dosage, mg./1. 
Fig. 8 - Relative efficiency 0£ flocculation for cells 

















































0 50. 100 . 150 200 250 
• 
0 Purifloc C-31 
• Purifloc C·32 
8 Hagan 223 
A. Mogul C0·982 
O Nalco 600 
49 
300 350 400 450 500 .. 
Polyelectrolyte Ddsage, mg./1. 
Fig. 9 - Relative efficiency .of flocculation for cells 
from fresh units. 
2. Effect of cell concentration at constant poly-
electrolyte dosage 
The effect of cell concentration on flocculation at 
constant dosag es of each polyelectrolyte for cells from 
50 
the bas ic unit is shown in Table XII and Figure 10. It is 
seen that, i n general, the relative flocculation effici-
encies for the cationic polyelectrolytes, under the con-
ditions of these experiments, is low at high cell concen-
trations and high at low cell concentrations. The results 
at the 70% T. level are not in accordance with this general 
trend. However, i t should be noted that flocculation in the 
control s ys tems at this solids concentration level was con-
siderably bet te r than i n any of the other controls. Such 
good auto-flocculat i on causes a re lative decrease in the 
measurable eff i ciency of the polyelectrolytes · and for this 
reason the 70% T. level cell s1u.s_pension was not considered 
in drawing the curves shown in Figure 10. 
Relativ e f l occulation efficiencies us ing cells from a 
fresh unit a re s hown i n Table XIII and Figure 11 . It is seen 
tha t i n the case of thes e cells, flocculation effic i ency 
depends s omewhat upon the nature of polyelectrolytes em -
ployed , Fo r example , Purifloc C~31 and Nalco 600 gave 
lower efficiencies at higher cell concentrations; whereas 
for Pur ifloc C- 32, Hagan 223, and Mogul C0-982, cell con-
cent r a tion d i d not appear to make any difference in the floc-
culating eff i c i enci es . In general, Hagan 223 and Purifloc 
C~32 we r e effect ive at all the cell concentrations used . 
C. Effects of selected pol~electrolytes on biochemical 
eff i ciency of activated slu ge · 
1 . Stud i es using cells from the basic unit 
Fi gur e 12 shows the effect of adding 60 mg/1 of each 
polyelect r ol y e to gr owing sys tems during the early log 
growth phas e . All syst ems were started using the same i ni -
t i al ce l l concent r ation (70% T). The effect of . polyelectro-
lyte addi tion can be measured by noting the length of plateau 
Polyelectrolyte 
Purifloc C"'31 
Purifloc c ... 32 
Hagan 223 
TABLE XII 
EFFECTIVENESS OF POLYELECTROLYTES IN FLOCCULATION OF CELLS 
FROM THE BASIC UNIT AT FOUR CELL CONCENTRATIONS 
Control Unit Flocculation Unit 
Cell After Shaking 30 Min. After Shaking 30 Min. Reduction 
Cone. In Cell 
% T. Cell Cone. Cell Cone. Concentration % T. O.D. (mg./1.) % T. O.D. (mg. I 1.) (mg . I 1.) 
50 85.5 0.0680 125 93.5 0.0292 55 70 
60 85.5 0.0680 125 96.25 0.0166 30 95 
70 92 0.0362 70 96.5 0.0155 30 40 
80 88 0.0555 105 98.5 0.0066 20 85 
50 85.5 0.0680 125 88 0.0555 105 20 
60 85.5 0.0680 125 91 0.0410 80 45 
70 92 0.0362 70 93 0.0292 60 10 
80 88 0.0555 105 95 0.0223 45 60 
50 85.5 0.0680 125 90 0.0458 85 40 
60 85.5 0.0680 125 95 0.0223 45 80 
79 92 0.0362 70 93 0.0315 60 ~ 10 



































TABLE XII (Continued) 
Control Unit Flocculation Unit Relative After Shaking 30 Min. After Shaking 30 Min. Reduction Flocculation In Cell Efficiency Cell Cone. Cell Cone. Concentration % T. O.D. (mg. /1.) % T. O.D. (mg. /1.) (mg . I 1. ) % 
85.5 0.0680 125 90 0.0458 85 40 32 
85.5 0.0680 125 91 0.0410 80 4 5 36 
92 0.0362 70 94 0.0269 50 20 28.5 
88 0.0555 105 92 0.0362 70 35 33.3 
85.5 0.0680 125 92 0.0362 70 55 44 
85.5 0.0680 125 95 0.0223 45 80 64 
92 0.0362 70 93 0.0315 60 10 14.3 
88 0.0555 105 96.25 0.0166 30 75 60 
85.5 0.0680 125 84.5 0.0731 140 -15 -12 
85.5 0.0680 125 83 0.0809 180 -25 -20 
92 0.0362 70 90 0.0458 85 -15 -12 
88 0.0555 105 85 0.0706 135 -30 - 2:4 




EFFECTIVENESS .. OF POLYELECTROLYTES TN FLOCCULATION OF CELLS FROM A FRESH UNIT 
USING PREVIOUSLY DETERMINED OPTIMAL DOSAGES OF EACH POLYELECTROLYTE 
Control Unit Flocculation Unit Relative 
Polyelectrolyte lc~:iI}I~~~;. After Shakin 30 Min. After Shakin 30 Min. · Reduction · Flocculation ln Cell Efficiency Cell Cone. Cell Cone. Concentration % T. (mg. /1.) % T. . (mg./1.) (mg ./L) t 
so 51. 75 530 SS 475 SS· 10.4 
60 62.50 '!i1 s 8.8.S 175 · 200 53.3 
Puri floe C .,31 j 120 I 70 71.50 · 270 94 so 220 81.S 
80 80. 25 180 97 25 155 86.1 
so . 55.25 470 88 105 365 77.8 
Purifloc C"32 I 400 1 60 66 340 89.S 95 245 72 
70 75 230 92 .s 65 165 ·. 71. 7 
80 84 140 95 45 95 67.8 
so SS. 25 470 86 120 350 74.S 
Hagan 223 I 400 I 60 · 66 340 .. 88 10s· 235 69.3 
70 75 230 93 60 170 74.0 
80 84 140 96.S 30 110 78.6 
Vi 
t,-l 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Control Unit Flocculation Unit Relative 
Dosage Cell After Shaking 30 Min. After Shaking 30 Min. Reduction Flocculation Polyelectrolyte (mg/1) Cone. In Cell Efficiency % T. Cell Cone. Cell Cone. Concentration % T. (mg./1.) % T. (mg ./1.) (mg,/L) % 
50 55.25 470 60 410 60 12.75 
Mogul 400 60 66 340 75 230 10 3.06 C0-982 70 75 230 80.5 175 55 23.9 
80 84 140 85 135 5 3.57 
50 56.50 455 47 600 -145 -31. 9 
Nalco 500 60 69 300 75 230 70 23.4 600 70 75.5 230 85 135 95 41.3 


















































-10 Purifloc A-21 El 
-20 8 
~30 @ Purifloc C-31 ~ Mogul C0-982 
e Purifloc C-32 0 Nalco 600 
-40 
/!::;. Hagan 223 El Purifloc A-21 
~so 
so SS 60 65 70 75 80 
Cell Concentration, % T. 
Fig~ 10 - Relative efficiency of flocculation for cells 






















































0 Purifloc C~31 (120 mg./i,) 
• Purifloc C-32 (400 mg./1,) 
6 ijagan 223 (400 mg.fl.) 
A Mogul C0-982 (400 mg ./1.) . 
8 Nalco 600 (500 mg./1.} 
65 70 75 
Cell Concentration,% T. 
56 
80 
Fig. 11 • Relative efficiency of flocculatiori for.cells 
from a fresh unit. at four cell concentrations 
with previously determined optimal dosages of 
each polyelectroly;te. · · 
. i." i. 
57 
or pause in the growth curves and, thereafter, comparing 
the rate of growth in control and dosed systems. For 
example, Purifloc C-31 exerts a considerable flocculating 
effect as noted by the cessation of, increase in optical 
density. The plateau lasted approximately eight hours; 
however, after this period the optical density rose at about 
the same rate as it did in the control system. It would 
appear that Purifloc C-31 did not affect the rate of growth. 
However, it can be noted that it did severely reduce the 
total cell yield as evidenced by the low final optical den-
sity recorded. Purifloc C-32 yielded much the same result 
as Purifloc C-31 except that it did not severely affect the 
total amount of growth. Nalco 600 did not affect the rate 
of growth nor did it exhibit as much of a pause in_ growth 
as did either of the Purifloc polyelectrolytes. Hagan 223 
caused both a significant pause in the curve and a retarded 
rate of growth. Mogul C0-982 did not cause a significant 
pause or flocculation but did retard the rate of growth to 
approximately the same extent as Hagan 223. 
2. Studies using cells from a fresh unit 
The biochemical effects on cells from a fresh unit due 
to the addition of optimal dosages of polyelectrolytes for 
each individual experimental system are shown in Figures 
13-17. Since polyelectrolytes are synthetic organic com-
pounds which might be expected to exert measurable COD in 
the experimental systems, it seemed necessary to determine 
the COD of the added polyelectrolyte in each system, These 
results are shown in Table XIV. It should be re~emphasized 
that in making solutions of polyelectrolytes of known con-
centration the weights used were those obtained in weighing 
a sample of the commercial preparation. Since the commer-
cial products are viscous liquids, it was of interest to 
determine their water content. Such determinations were 
made by drying a known weight of the liquid sample. It was 
not known whether the loss of weight was entirely due to 
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loss of water since it is possible that the polyelectrolytes 
may contain materials which will volatilize at the standard 
103°C. drying temperature. The weight loss of polyelectrolytes 
after four days at 103°C. is shown in Table XV. 
TABLE XIV 
COD OF POLYELECTROLYTES 
Polyelectrolytes Concentration I COD Mg, COD per Mg . (mg/1) Polyelectrolyte 
Purifloc C-31 120 100 0 . 833 
Purifloc C-32 400 250 0.625 
Hagan 223 400 235 0 . 58 7 
Mogul C0-982 400 10 0.025 
Nalco 600 500 165 0.330 
TABLE XV 
WEIGHT LOSS OF POLYELECTROLYTES 
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Since 1000 mg/1 of glucose was added, the theoretical 
initial COD of the control units should be 1065 mg/1 
(l , 065 mg/1 o2 is required to oxidize 1 mg/1 glucose) . 
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The theoreti cal initial COD of the experimental systems can 
be estimated by adding 1065 mg/1 to the values shown in 
Table XI V. 
For the exper i ment shown in Figure 13, 120 mg/1 of 
Pnr i f l oc C-31 was added to the experimental system. Its 
measured initial COD was 1090 mg/1, and the final COD after 
sixteen hours was 110 mg/1; the final COD of the control 
system was 80 mg/1 . With reference to glucose removal, 
4 . 0 hours were required to remove 1000 mg/1 in the control 
system (initial solids concentration of 127 mg/1), while 
10.5 hours were required for the Purifloc C~31 system 
(initial solids concentration of 102 mg/1) , During the 
sixteen hour experiment, the maximum solids concentrations 
obtained for the Purifloc C-31 system and the control 
sys t em were 480 mg/1 and 530 mg/1, respectively. With re" 
spect to oxygen uptake, the control system curve broke at 
approximately eight hours, whereas, fifteen hours were re-
quired for the Purifloc C-31 system , 
For the study shown in Figure 14, 400 mg/1 of Purifloc 
C-32 was added to the experimental system. The measured 
initial COD was 1460 mg/1, and the final COD after sixteen 
hours was 140 mg/1 , The final COD of the control system 
was 80 mg/1 . Approximately twelve hours were· required for 
glucose removal, while in the control system only 4.0 hours 
were required . The initial solids in the experimental 
system just after addition of 400 mg/1 of Purifloc C-32 was 
148 mg/1 . This was measurably higher than in the control 
system which contained an initial solids concentration of 
12 7 mg/1 . The maximum solids concentration attained in 
the cont r ol system was 530 mg/1, whereas, solids concen-
trat i on in the experimental system reached 650 mg/1 . The 
oxygen uptake curve for the Purifloc C-32 system broke at 
approximately fourteen hours while only eight hours were 
required for the control system . 
Figure 15 shows the biochemical effects of the addi-
tion of 400 mg/1 of Hagan 223. The measured initial COD 
of the experimental system was 1280 mg/1; and the final 
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COD, after sixteen hours of aeration, was 1140 mg/1. This 
was significantly higher than the 60 mg/1 final COD of the 
control system . Glucose removal in the control system re-
quired 3.5 hours. However, after sixteen hours of aeration, 
870 mg/1 glucose remained in the Hagan 223 system. The 
initial solids concentration in the control system was 
150 mg/1, but in the Hagan 223 system the initial solids, 
measured immediately after the addition of 400 mg/1 Hagan 
223, was reduced to only 40 mg/1. The solids concentra-
tion in the control system reached 550 mg/1; but in the 
Hagan 223 system there was very little production of bio-
logical solids, and there was a correspondingly small oxy-
gen uptake . 
The effect of adding 400 mg/1 of Mogul C0-982 to an 
activated sludge s ystem is shown in Figure 16. It is seen 
that all .of the data obtained for the Mogul C0-982 system 
(except for solids concentration) were very similar to the 
control system. From these data it seems apparent that 
Mogul C0-982, which exhibited no effective flocculating 
power, also had no deleterious biochemical effects which 
suppressed cell gr owth . The measured initial COD in the 
Mogul C0 - 98 2 s ys tem was 1085 mg/1. The final COD measured 
after s i xteen hours of aeration was 90 mg/1 in the Mogul 
C0-982 system and 60 mg/1 in the control system. The time 
required for glucose removal was . four hours in the Mogul 
C0 ~982 system and 3 . 5 hours in the control system. Oxygen 
uptake curves f or the two systems were essentially identi-
cal , Concern i ng biological solids concentrat i on, it is 
i mportant to no t e that the initial solids in the Mogul 
C0-982 system, measured immediately after the addition of 
the polyelectrolyte was 345 mg/1. This value was much 
higher than the 150 mg/1 of initial solids in the control 
system~·· The maximum .solids· in the. control system were 
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550 mg/1; while in the Mogul C0~982 system• a concentration 
of 740 mg/1 was attained. 
Figure 17 shows the _effect of adding 500 mg/1 of the 
Nalco 600 to an activated sludge system~ The measured 
initial COD in the Nalco 600 system was 1150 mg/1, and its 
final COD after sixteen hours of aeration was 160_mg/l• 
which was double that of the control system. Approximately 
twelve hours were required for glucose removal in the Nalco 
600 system, while only 4.0 hours were required for glucose 
removal in the control system. The initial solids, measured 
immediately after the addition of 500 mg/1 of Nalco 600, 
was 158 mg/1 which was somewhat higher than that of the con-
trol system (127 mg/1). The peak solid~ concentration in 
the Nalco 600 system was 600 mg/1 which was relatively 
higher than the peak solids concentration (530 mg/1) in 
.the control system. The oxygen uptake curve for the con-
trol system leveled off at approximately eight hours, 
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A. Calibration curve and growth curve studies 
1. Calibration curve 
The percentage of light transmittance through the spec-
trophotometer is a function of the wave length of the light 
and the physical nature of the medium through which the 
light must pass. The major factor which determines this 
physical nature is size of the suspended solids or colloids 
and their color (52). The sizes of bacterial cells are dif-
ferent at different growth phases, and changes in 
predominance occur randomly. In addition, there are dif-
ferences in the color of bacteria. Therefore, it was dif -
ficult to obtain coincidental or reproducible results in 
determining the relation between solids concentration and 
optical density for each experiment. However, within each 
experiment the data did follow a fairly straight line rela -
tion. Therefore, for a single seed population a fairly good 
correlation between optical density and sludge concentrat i on 
could be attained. In. general, the overall correlation was 
adequate for the purpose to which it was put in these 
studies. 
2. Growth curve 
It was seen that there was some variation in the . growth 
curve data but, as in the case of the correlation curve dis-
cussed above, the results were sufficiently reproducible to 
allow estimation of the phase of. growth at which cells were 
harvested. Since there was nothi~g to prevent changes in 
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predominance from occurring and since different species grow 
at intrinsically different rates, some variation was to be 
expected. 
B. Studies on flocculation efficiency of various polyelec-
trolytes 
The difference in flocculating characteristics for 
cells of varying ages (log phase versus declining phase) is 
a very interesting aspect. As early as 1914, Gillespie 
observed that very young cultures of pneumococci required 
a longer agglutination period than older cells, Sherman 
and Albus in 1923 reported that four-hour cultures of 
Escherichia coli were not agglutinated by an acidity of pH 
- '' 
3.0, whereas, a twenty-four-hour culture was agglutinated 
at pH 3.8 (49). They did not give any reasonable explana-
tion for this finding, but the fact remains that they found 
young cultures more difficult to agglutinate than old cul-
tures. In the present study the agglutinating or floccula~ 
ting agent was a cationic polyelectrolyte, and it seems 
possible that the reason why more polyelectrolyte was 
required to flocculate .young cells than old cells is that 
young cells possess more negative charges than old cells. 
The difference in the effect of polyelectrolytes upon 
cells from the basic unit and from fresh units appeared to 
be related primarily to the tendency of cells obtained from 
the basic unit to flocculate without addition of a poly-
electrolyte. This is probably due to a difference in pre-
dominating species in the populations. After a batch unit 
has been operated for a considerable period of time, it 
seems reasonable that the population should consist of cells 
with a greater tendency toward auto-flocculation than would 
be found in a randomly selected population. This selection 
of cells with a tendency to flocculate might occur because 
each time the unit is fed, more non-flocculated than floc-
culated cells are discardedh Therefore, if there are certain 
species of bacteria which have a. greater tendency toward 
auto-flocculation, these should eventually predominate in 
a prolonged batch operation. 
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In 1953, Bisset advanced the concept that the cell mem-
brane secretes cell-wall substances at the growing tip of 
the cell (14). Tenney and Stumm stated that natural poly-
mers, e.g., complex polysaccharides and polyamino acids 
are excreted or exposed at the surface of the cell predomi-
nantly during the endogenous respiration phase after exo-
ge·'n ous substrate has been exhausted. They also stated 
that sewage bacteria in the endogenous phase are capable 
of excreting substantial amounts of materials which are 
frequently referred to as polyelectrolytes (12). The above 
ideas suggest an explanation as to why flocculation by poly-
electrolytes was more effective in the log growth phase 
than in the endogenous phase. If more natural polyamino 
acids and polysaccharides extrude from the surface in the 
endogenous .. growth phase or declining growth phase than in 
the log growth phase, it would be expected that there could 
be more negative charges distributed on the surface. Thus, 
more cationic polyelectrolytes would be required for elec " 
trical neutralization in the declining and endogenous 
phase than in the log. growth phase. 
The anionic polyelectrolyte, Purifloc A-21, had a 
negative effect on cell flocculation (Figure 8), owing to 
mutual repulsion of negative charges carried on Purifloc 
A-21 and the bacterial surface. 
Mutual repulsion can also be cited to explain why 
dosages greater than optimum result in less effective 
flocculati on. Thus far , the only known theory of poly-
electrolyte action is that they form electric bridges be-
tween colloids. As the dose is increased beyond that re-
quired for neutralization of charge, the remaining positive 
charges of the cationic polyelectrolyte repel one another and 
tend to stabilize the suspension. 
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The flocculating power of an electrolyte depends upon 
its valence . The influence of valence follows closely a 
geometrical progression (l:X:X 2 , where Xis the valence num-
ber) (50). Knays i reported that in small concentrations, 
salts of monovalent cations may increase the zeta-potential. 
As the concentration increases, a gradual decrease takes 
place until the zeta-potential equals zero, i.e., the iso-
electric point is attained. Beyond this concentration, the 
cell may take on a positive charge , With electrolytes of 
divalent or polyvalent cations no initial increase is ob-
served and the zeta-potential decreases continuously and 
more rapidly than for monovalent cations (17). If the 
above concepts are correct, the results shown in Figure 9 
for the lower concentration of polyelectrolyte could be 
interpreted as having increased zeta-potential. Actually 
this is not believed to be the case. At the lower poly-
electrolyte concentrations, very minute floe particles were 
formed, but they remained in suspension , The control 
system was comple t ely dispersed, and no traces of small 
floe part ic les we re noted . Therefore, the lower concen-
t r ations of polyele c trolyte did not cause an increase in 
cell dispersion. It seems that minute floes in suspension 
can absorb more light than an equivalent concentration of 
completely dispersed cells. 
From Figu r e 10 and Figure 11, it was seen that at a 
constant concentration of cationic polyelectrolyte, the 
re l at i ve floc culation efficiency was higher for low cell 
concentrations than for high cell concentrations. A pos-
sible explanation for this phenomenon could be that the 
higher rat i os of polyelectrolyte molecules to bacterial 
colloids encouraged the formation of multiply-bridged floes 
which wo uld be expected to settle more rapidly. In Figure 
11, i t wa s seen tha t Purifloc C-32 and Hagan 223 were ef ~ 
fective at ei t her high or low cell concentrations. Although 
only scant data on the structure of these threadlike mole-
cules are ava i lable, it may be that they possess more active 
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sites (or more positive charges) , Therefore, they may at-
tract and bind more cells. From Figure 11, it would appear 
that Purifloc C-31 was not as effective as Purifloc C-32 or 
Hagan 223 . However, in the experiment shown in Figure 9, 
it was seen that Purifloc C-31 was more effective than any 
of the polyelectrolytes studied. It should be noted that 
for the result reported in Figure 11, the dosage of Purifloc 
C-31 was 120 mg/1, whereas, 400 mg/1 of Purifloc C-32 and 
Hagan 223 were used. The results shown in Figures 9 and 11 
agree closely when the same concentrations of cells and 
polyelectrolytes are compared. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that Purifloc C-31 is more effective with l ow con-
centrations of cells, but Purifloc C-32 or Hagan 223 is more 
effective with higher cell concentrations. 
C. Effect of selected polyelectrolytes on biochemical 
efficiency of activated sludge 
1 . 120 mg/1 Purifloc C-31 system 
The theoret ical initial COD in the Purifloc C-31 
system (Figure 13) should have been equal to the initial 
COD in the control unit (1065 mg/1) plus the COD of 120 mg/1 
Purifloc C-31 (100 mg/1), i.e., 1165 mg/1. However, the 
measured initial COD in the system was 1090 mg/1. The solids 
concentration of Purifloc C-31 unit just after adding 120 
mg/ 1 of t he polyelectrolyte was 25 mg/1 (127 mg/1 - 102 mg/1 
= 25 mg/1) less than the control system. Although these 
differences are rather small and could be attributed to 
exper i mental error, it is possible that the polyelectrolyte 
may cause a certain degree of cell lysis. The actual de-
gree of lys i s may not be adequately described by the 25 mg/1 
decrease in solids concentration because the 102 mg/1 of 
ini tial solids measured in the Purifloc C-31 system would 
a lso contain part of the added polyelectrolyte dosage, i . e., 
the port i on that was tied up wi th the cell and retained on 
the millipore f i lter. It should also be emphasized that 
the polyelectrolyte itself loses weight upon drying. This 
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adds another complicating factor in analyzing the results. 
The incr ease in initial COD in the Purifloc C-31 system is 
75 mg/1 (1165 mg/1 - 1090 mg/1 = 75 mg/1) , Some of this 
los s is due to the fact that the polyelectrolyte bridges 
the floes and is retained on the millipore filter. It 
would not be expected that this difference in COD would 
necessarily be balanced by an increase in solids because a 
port i on of the cells may have lysed and because the poly-
electolyte loses weight upon drying, whereas, the poly-
electrolyte dose was based upon liquid weight. 
It was seen that substrate removal as measured by 
either COD or glucose was slower in the Purifloc C-31 
system than in the control system . In this case, it is 
difficult to say whether Purifloc C~31 inhib i ted cell 
growth in a b i ochemical sense or i n a mechanical way . It 
is seen that substrate removal could have been retarded by 
pur ely mechanical factors since when the cells were forcibly 
flo cculated only those cells on the out s i de layer of the 
f l oes would have maximum opportunity f or sub s trate utili za -
tion . It is int eres t ing to compare the re sult i n Fi gure 12 , 
i n which 60 mg/1 of Pur ifloc C-31 was added and gr owth was 
measured by opt i cal density, with the growth curve, Figure 
13, i n which 120 mg/1 of Purifloc C-31 was added and growth 
was measured by the increase in solids concentration . In 
Fi gure 12 , the polye l ec t r olyte blocked growth for approxi -
mately seven hours , whereas, it caused apparent blockage 
for nine hours i n Figure 13. Although the analytical 
techni que f or me a suring growth was different for these ex -
periment s , it would appear that higher doses of Puri f loc 
C-31 caused a greater hindrance to growth. 
Referring again to Figure 13, it was observed that the 
s ol i ds concen tration r os e sharply after- nine hours exposure 
to t he polye lectrolyte . The behavi or of t he s ol i ds c oncen-
tration curve may also be ascribed t o either metabol ic in-
hi bition or mechan i cal f ac tors . If the lag was due to metabolic 
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inhibition, e.g., enzyme inhibition, it would seem that the 
inhibition was reversible after nine hours of- acclimation. 
On the other hand, since the cells were flocculated, it is 
possible that only those cells on the outer surface of the 
floe were actively multiplying during the lag. The daughter 
cells may have been released from the floe, thus exposing 
the next layer . The combination of greater exposure of the 
cells in the floe and multiplication of the cells in free 
suspension could have caused an accelerated increase in bio-
logical solids concentration. 
2. 400 mg/1 Purifloc C~32 system 
The theoretical initial COD in the Purifloc C-32 system 
(Figure 14) should have been equal to the sum of the initial 
COD in the control system (1065 mg/1) and 400 mg/1 of Purifloc 
C-32 (250 mg/1), i.e., 1315 mg/1. However, the measured 
initial COD in the Purifloc C-32 system immediately after 
adding the polyelectrolyte was 1460 mg/1. The increase of 
145 mg/1 of initial COD in the Purifloc c ~32 system seems 
too large to be caused by experimental error and is believed 
to have been caused by a combination of cell lysis and Puri-
floc C-32 which passed through the millipore filter. 
The biological solids curve is somewhat similar to that 
shown for the previous experiment (Figure 13). There was a 
slight rise during the first two hours followed by a long 
period of slow increase and finally a rapid rise in solids 
concentration . It would appear from these results that the 
mechanism of retardation (biochemical or mechanical) is not 
immediately set into action. 
Another interesting aspect which seems worthy of dis-
cussion is the fact that the maximum solids concentration 
in t he Purifloc system was higher than that of the control 
sys tem . It should be noted that the COD of the Purifloc 
C-32 system was 395 mg/1 higher than that in the control 
system, while the COD difference between the two systems 
after sixteen hours of aeration was 60 mg/1. Therefore, 
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the solids increase (approximately 120 mg/1) was · due to the 
utilization of 335 mg/1 (395 mg/1 - 60 mg/1 = 335 mg/1) of 
COD. This extra substrate could have come partially from 
the lysed cell material but is attributable partially to the 
utilization of the polyelectrolyte as a substrate. A por-
tion of the increase in solids concentration may also be due 
to the dry weight fraction of the polyelectrolyte tied up 
in the cells . 
3. 400 mg/1 Hagan 223 system 
The theoretical initial COD in the Hagan 223 system 
(Figure 15) should have been equal to the sum of the initial 
COD of the control system (1065 mg/1) and that of 400 mg/1 
of Hagan 223 (235 mg/1), i.e., 1300 mg/1. The theoretical 
value of initial COD compares very well with the measured 
initial COD in the Hagan 223 system (1280 mg/1). However, 
the initial solids concentration for the Hagan 223 unit im-
mediately after adding 400 rng/1 of the polyelectrolyte was 
only one - third that of the control, indicating that two-
thirds of the cells may have lysed . The released cell ma-
terial should have increased the COD in the Hagan 223 
system approximately 140 mg/1 above the theoretical value. 
A possible explanation is that the increase in COD due to 
the material released by lysis was balanced by the COD of 
an equivalent dry weight of the Hagan 223 retained on the 
cells . 
From the data of the previous experiment on the floc-
culating ability of Hagan 223, it was found that this poly-
electrolyte possessed excellent flocculating characteristics 
regardless of cell concentration. It seems possible that, 
at the low initial cell population used in the study shown 
in Figure 15, 400 mg/1 polyelectrolyte was too great a shock 
l oading, thus caus ing the initial drop in piological solids 
concentrat i on . The long lag in glucose and COD removal and 
in solids production and oxygen uptake might be due to an 
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inhibitory effect of Hagan 223 or simply to low initial 
cell concentration. In Figure 12, it was seen that, when 
60 mg/1 of Hagan 223 was added, growth was blocked for only 
four hours. While the blockage of growth appears to be 
related to the polyelectrolyte~solids ratio, it is impos-
sible to determine from the data whether the long lag period 
shown in Figure 15 is the result of low initial cell concen-
tration, metabolic inhibition due to Hagan 223 or the pre-
viously described mechanical in\erference in substrate re-
moval due to floe formation. If Hagan 223 causes an en masse 
metabolic inhibition, it would appear that it is a reversible 
one or the cells would not have. grown after four hours lag, 
4. 400 mg/1 Mogul C0-982 system 
Mogul C0-982 (Figure 16) was not an effective poly-
electrolyte nor did it have any biochemical effect on bac-
terial cells. The only striking difference between the 
control and the polyelectrolyte system was in the solids 
concentration curves. The curve for the Mogul C0~982 
system was consistently higher (approximately 200 mg/1) 
and roughly parallel to the control curve. Since this 
polyelectrolyte is carbohydrate in nature and most probably 
is a starch-like molecule, it seems likely that it was re-
tained on the membrane filter. Since its dry weight is 
approximately 50% of its wet weight (see Table XV), it 
would be expected that 400 mg/1 would increase the membrane 
filter weight by approximately 200 mg/1, 
This polyelectrolyte formed a jelly like paste on the 
millipore filter and caused the mixed liquor in the batch 
aerator to turn cloudy. It is believed that this poly-
electrolyte caused a thrixotropic phenomenon, Porter (51) 
stated that 
"If a suitable amount of electrolyte is added to 
a sol, it will set to a jelly which is no more 
cloudy than the original sol. If the resulting 
. gel is then shaken, a sol is again formed whi~h 
sets once more when allowed to stand and this 
phenomenon may be repeated many times with the 
same system .. Such a reversible sol~gel trans-
formation has been called .Thrixotropy. " 
5. 500 mg/1 Nalco 600 system 
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The theoretical initial COD in the Nalco 600 system 
(Figure 17) should have been equal to the initial COD of the 
control system (1065 mg/1), plus the COD of 500 mg/1 of 
Nalco 600 (165 mg/1), i.e., 1230 mg/1. The measured initial 
COD in the Nalco 600 system was 1150 mg/1, and the measured 
initial solids concentration was 31 mg/1 more than that of 
the control system (158 mg/1 in the Nalco 600 system and 
127 mg/1 in the contrdl system). It seems apparent that 
the increased initial COD in the Nalc6 600 syste~, i.e., 
85 mg/1 (1150 ~g/1 ~ 1065 mg/1 = 85 mg/1), was due to the 
filtrable portion of the polyelectrolyte, and the increased 
initial solids concentration was due to the dry weight por-
tion of the Nalco 600 which. was tied up with biological 
solids on membrane filter. 
As in the previous cases, it is impossible to say 
definitely whether the slower rate of growth and substrate 
removal in the Nalco 600 system was due to biochemical ef-
fects of the polyelectrolyte or to mechanical effects caused 
by flocculation of cells. The results shown in figure 
12 indicate a lag of only two hours (using 60 mg/1 of Nalco 
600) before the cells resumed normal growth. From this, it 
would seem that the polyelectrolyte was not very inhibitory 
to growth. Also, the substrate removal curves (COD and 
glucose) and the biological solids curve for the polyelec-
trolyte system shown in Figure 17, in which 500 mg/1 of 
Nalco 600 were used, indicated that the system could ac-
climate to this dosage. 
D. Possible biochemical mechanisms of inhibition by 
polyelectrolyte 
As previously mentioned, polyelectrolytes are high 
molecular weight, synthetic organic compounds which are 
water soluble and carry electric charges on specific 
sites along their thread"like extended structure. Such 
molecules are too large to penetrate into the cell, but 
positive charges (for cationic polyelectrolytes) on these 
stretchedpout molecules are strong enough to attract the 
negatively charged bacterial colloid. The so-called 
"bridging" action between the positively charged poly-
electrolyte and negatively charged colloids which has been 
referred to by other investigators (23), (24), (34) is 
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based on the attractive force between charges of opposite 
sign . The author believes that this very charge neutraliza-
tion leads to three possible mechanisms which can explain 
the apparent deleterious effect of polyelectrolytes on the 
waste water purification efficiency of the system studied. 
1. Blockage of substrate transport 
In the normal course of glucose metabolism, enzymes 
(permeases) may be needed to transport glucose into the cell. 
However, after the polyelectrolyte molecules cover the sur-
face of the cell, they may greatly reduce opportunities for 
formation of a permease-glucose complex or for entry of 
glucose into the cell. Therefore, the rate of glucose utili-
zation decreases and the population increase is slow. How-
ever, as more charges are neutralized the binding force 
between polyelectrolyte molecules and the cell surface may 
decrease and this, in combination with the agitation caused 
by diffused air or shaking, may tend to shear the poly-
electrolyte from the cell surface. This would increase the 
opportunity for glucose utilization. Hence, after a lag 
period, the population increases more rapidly. The extent 
of inhibition depends on the strength of the binding force 
be t ween the c e l ls and the polyel ectrolyte . 
2 . The shock .load effect 
Any change in the physical or chemical environment in 
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which microorganisms live can cause metabolic modifica-
tions in the cells or even enhance the selection of mutants. 
The former type of response usually involves a temporary 
change in cell properties; the latter response indicates a 
permanent change in the genetic properties of the cell. The 
addition of organic polyelectrolytes to the heterogeneous 
populations in the batch units constituted a rather drastic 
change in the physical and chemical environment. Therefore, 
the batch systems undoubtedly underwent a shock loading which 
could lead to various metabolic modifications and changes in 
predominance, Time may be required before the system can 
adjust to these environmental changes; indeed, one of the 
responses may be that, in time, the cells can induce enzymes 
which enable them to utilize the polyelectrolyte as a sub-
strate. This possibility could explain the slightly greater 
amount of COD removal in some of the polyelectrolyte systems 
rather than in their corresponding control systems. 
3 . Enzyme inhibition 
Polyelectroly tes may affect bacteria in accordance 
with well developed theories of enzyme inhibition. They 
may compete with the substrate for a site on the enzyme or 
they may combine with the enzyme at points other than the 
active site If polyelectrolytes do function as enzyme in-
hi bitors, the data obtained in the present study tend to in-
dicate that the inhibition is reversible . 
E. A ossible mechanism for mechanical interference with 
bacterial growt y po yelectrolytes 
The retardation of growth and substrate removal in the 
presence of polyelectrolyte may be due totally to the fact 
t hat the cells are flocculated. If the cells are clumped, 
only those on the outer surface may have optimum opportunity 
for contact with the substrate. Even those cells would 
have less opportunity to contact substrate than -dispersed 
cells since only a portion of their surface is exposed to 
the med i um . 
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Such a hindrance to free access to the substrate 
could i ncrease the doubling time. Upon dividing the daughter 
cells may be released from the floe and in time the growth 
rate may increase . The ability of the cells to break away 
from the floe particle would depend upon the flocculating 
power of the polyelectrolyte and its concentration in the 
sys tem . 
F . Evaluation of the use of polyelectrolytes in act i vated 
sludge plants 
While it is true that some of the polyelectrolytes 
studied exhibited a high degree of effectiveness in floccu-
lating bacterial cells and would, in all likelihood, also 
aid in coagulat i ng suspended solids in the primary settling 
tank, it mu s t be emphasi zed that the primary function of the 
activated sludge process is the removal of soluble organic 
matter . In order to fulfill this function the microorganisms 
must be capable of metabolizing these soluble organic com-
pounds, and i t is necessary that any standard for evaluation 
of the us e of polyelectrolytes include their effect on the 
b i ochem i ca l efficiency of the system . In addition, it should 
be noted that even if the polyelectrolyte is a good coagulat-
ing agent and does not interfere with metabolism, the floe 
wh i ch is produced may sometimes be a light fluffy one which 
does no t s e t tle readily . 
In the pr esent s tudy, it was seen that some of the ef-
fect s whi ch polyelectrolyte coagulant aids could bring about 
i n the aera tion tank included loss of biological solids, ap-
parently due to cell lysis, and a general retardation of the 
rate of purification . Both of these effects could constitute 
ser i ou s impairment of system efficiency ·and warrant a con-
s i de r able amoun t of further study . In the present study, 
t he polyele c t r oly tes were added using experimental procedures 
which could be te r med shock loading conditions . It is pos -
sible that afte r prolonged acclimation some of the deleterious 
effects noted in the present study would be abated. 
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Another aspect of the use of polyelectrolytes which 
should be considered is their possible effect on sludge di~ 
gestion. The · author has not uncovered any published reports 
in which this aspect has .been studied, but it should be em-
phasized that, since much of the sludge produced in the ac-
tivated sludge tank .is channeled to the sludge digester, the 
polyelectrolyte will be present also. In the present 
studies which were conducted under aerobic conditions, it 
appeared that the system could adjust to some of the poly-
electrolytes in a matter of a few hours. Since the reten-
tion time in a sludge digester is much greater than in an 
aerator, it might be anticipated that polyelectrolytes 
would not seriously hamper digester operation. However, it 
should be noted that while many of the bio~hemical reactions 
of aerobes and anaerobes are the same, there are important 
metabolic differences and one cannot extrapolate the results 
of an aerobic study to predict effects on anaerobic digestion. 
It would be of considerable interest to study the effect s 
of polyelectrolytes on anaerobic digestion. These compounds 
may act as effluent sludge thickeners and thereby permit re-
ductions in digester sludge holding capacity . Also, in view 
of the fact that in some plants digester mixed liquor is 
channeled back to the activated sludge tank, it may be pos-




Based upon the results of the present study, the fol-
lowing conclusions seem warranted: 
(1) Using the same compound and substrate concentration and 
the same initial cell concentration, growth curves for 
heterogeneous population may vary. This is believed to be 
due to changes in the predominant bacterial species. However, 
in the present study, maximum cell concentrations were ap-
proximately equal regardless of difference in the shape of 
the growth curve. 
(2) Cationic polyelectrolytes are effective in bringing 
about bacterial flocculation. Based upon the present study, 
in which only one was tested, anionic polyelectrolytes are 
not effective. 
(3) The effectiveness of polyelectrolytes in enhancing 
flocculation is highly variable depending upon the nature 
of the cationic polyelectrolyte employed. 
(4) At times, sludge bulking may develop as a result of 
using polyelectrolytes. 
(5) No measurable auto-flocculation occurred when cells 
from fresh units were diluted with synthetic waste devoid 
of substrate, but cells from the basic unit exhibit a high 
degree of auto-flocculation under this condition. 
(6) Since cells from the basic unit exhibited a fairly high 
degree of auto-flocculation, the optimum dosage of cationic 
polyelectrolyte, when the initial cell concentration was 285 
mg/1 (70% T. at 540 mµ), was relatively low (40 mg/1 to 60 
mg/1). 
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(7) At a cell concentration of 285 mg/1, the optimum 
dosage of cationic polyelectrolyte for cells from fresh units 
was in the range from 100 mg/1 to 500 mg/1. 
(8) For cells from the basic unit, more cationic polyelectro-
lyte was required to achieve flocculation· in the endogenous 
phase or declining . growth phase than in the log . growth phase . 
However, for cells from fresh units the stage of growth did 
not make much difference in the dosage required to achieve 
flocculation. 
(9) In. general, the relative flocculati6n efficiency for 
cells from the basic unit (at constant concentrations of poly-
electrolytes) were low at high. cell concentrations and high 
at low cell concentrations; while, for cells from the fresh 
units, flocculation efficiency depended largely upon the par-
ticular polyelectrolytes employed. 
(10) Under shock load conditions, most of the ·polyelectro-
.lytes studied exhibited some deleterious effect. Polyelec-
ti'olytes may cause some degree of cell lysis. 
(11) With some of the polyelectrolytes the bacterial system 
recovered rapidly from the initial effect, but with some there 
was a general retardation of substrate removal. The latter 
effect could be due to any of the mechanisms cited in the 
report, but it is believed to be due largely to the fact 
that the cells are forced to exist in a flocculated state. 
(12) Effective polyelectrolytes were not necessarily the 
ones which caused an apparent lysis of the cells. But the 
one which showed the greatest flocculating ability were 
those which retarded substrate removal rate to the largest 
degree. These results tend to substantiate the belief 
that the lower rate of substrate removal in the presence of 
the polyelectrolyte was due to cell flocculation rather 
than biochemical inhibition. 
(13) Since polyelectrolytes are synthetic organic compounds, 
they can exert a chemical oxygen demand; the COD varies for 
different polyelectrolytes. 
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(14) There was some indication that certain polyelectrolytes 
can be utilized as substrates; thus, they also increase the 
biochemical oxygen demand. 
(15) Polyelectrolytes are e£fective aids in solid-liquid 
separators and can provide some sludge thickening. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
It would be of value to make studies on·the addition 
of polyelectrolytes to continuous flow activated sludge 
units. In the present study, relatively short term experi-
ments were performed. Under prolonged steady~state opera-
tion some of the deleterious effects might be gradually 
lessened. On the other hand, it is possible that the re-
tardation of substrate removal might be progressively 
worsened. 
It would be interesting to study the use of polyelec-
trolyte in the biological treatment of toxic wastes. The 
higher degree of flocculation they bring about may provide 
a protective mechanism for cells within the floe particle. 
Also, since some toxic compounds carry negative charges, 
the polyelectrolyte may tie up some of the toxic compounds. 
It would be of significant interest to design· studies 
. to determine if the retardation of substrate removal ,nd 
sludge growth in the presence of cationic polyelectrolyte 
is due to biochemical inhibition or to mechanical effects 
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